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Several works have analysed the behaviour of discretionary 
budgetary policies over the cycle in EMU/industrialized countries

little o no consensus on two basic questions:  fiscal policies

have been pro- or counter-cyclical?

have been symmetrical or asymmetrical over good and bad 
times?

many conclude that policies are pro-cyclical; almost as many point 
to a-cyclicality; few suggest that were counter-cyclical

As for symmetry, the research seems approximately split in two

Motivation
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Survey of the literature

We considered 21 studies and  then focused on 
an homogeneous group of 12 studies (with 
EMU countries having a prominent role)

Common features:

measure discretionary policy as ∆ cyclically 
adjusted primary balance (2 studies excluded)

include the output gap in levels as indicator of 
cyclical conditions (7 studies excluded)
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Aim of our study

The studies differ in a variety of aspects:
the model of policy decisions used; 

the estimation procedures; 

the periods of time analysed;

the sources of data (including different vintages of 
data from the same source)

we try to disentangle the impact of these 
factors on the answers to our questions
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Models of policy decisions

In the 12 studies, 3 models are used
[core variables]

CAPB Model 

CAPB/PB Model

PB Model 
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CAPB Model 
∆CAPBit = 

φC
capb CAPBit-1 + φC

debt DEBTi t-1+ φC
gap GAP(it or it-1)+ uit

---
discretionary policy (∆CAPB) explained by:
initial state of public finances & cyclical conditions

the unobservable uit may include individual (µi), time 
(λt) and random (εit) components

CAPB-s or CAPB-l depending on GAP in t or t-1
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CAPB/PB Model 
∆CAPBit = 

φC/P
pb PBit-1 + φC/P

debt DEBTi t-1+ φC/P
gap GAP(it or it-1) + uit

Assumes that policy-makers react with a lag to PB, instead of 
to CAPB (as in Model CAPB)

---
The CAPB/PB Model may be more realistic: policy-makers 
tend to be more concerned with headline figures. 
The CAPB Model has an attractive feature: automatic 
stabilizers are left to operate fully, as discretionary actions do 
not react (with a lag) to their impact on the balance.
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PB Model 

∆PBit =  φP
pb PBit-1 + φP

debt DEBTi t-1+ φP
gap GAP(it or it-1) + uit

Dependent variable =
discretionary actions + automatic stabilizers

___

PB can be decomposed: PBit ≡ CAPBit + ωit GAPit

=> the cyclical reaction of discretionary policies is 
usually assessed by:
φP (discr)

gap ≈ φP
gap − ω (with ω ≈ 0.5)
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Estimating the 3 models using the same
data, time span, ecc.. Main results

Using GAPit or GAPit-1 (the simultaneous or the lagged output gap) 
does not affect results Variants -s equivalent to variants -l. 
Estimates of the parameters of the initial fiscal conditions (debt and 
deficit) are largely constant across the three models
Time effects are always largely significant and including them 
affects results => shift towards counter-cyclicality

the estimates of the cyclical reaction of discretionary policies are  
different across the three models:

PB Model => strong pro-cyclicality
CAPB and CAPB/PB Models => a-cyclicality

(but CAPB/PB more counter-cyclical) 
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Table 2a – Estimates of Alternative Fiscal Rules with Time Effects 

 explanatory output gap in t explanatory output gap in t–1 

Model: CAPB-s CAPB/PB-s PB-s CAPB-l CAPB/PB-l PB-l 

Dependent variable: ∆CAPBit ∆CAPBit ∆PBit ∆CAPBit ∆CAPBit ∆PBit 

φC
gap –0.042   –0.031   
 (0.040)   (0.039)   

φC/P
gap  0.034   0.054  

  (0.040)   (0.039)  
φP

gap   0.093   –0.001 
   (0.041)   (0.040) 
       

Observations = N×T 300 300 300 300 300 300 
R-squared  0.2971 0.2817 0.1584 0.2906 0.2900 0.1659 

 

Years 1978-2006 – OECD ex post data
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Why the results are different? Comparing 
Models CAPB and CAPB/PB

Models CAPB and CAPB/PB are a re-parameterization 
of one another

differences in φ(gap) reflect a different notion of 
cyclicality (net or gross of the reaction to the lagged 
effects of automatic stabilizers). 

- 0.2 0.5 ≈ - 0.1

φC/P–l
gap ≈ φC–l

gap – (φC–l
capb × ω)                            [7c] 
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Why the results are different? Comparing 
Model PB with the other models

In PB model, to assess cyclical behaviour of discretionary actions, ω
is  subtracted from φP(gap), the estimated coefficient of the gap.

If the output gap has very low autocorrelation, the direct estimation 
(with CAPB/PB model) and the indirect one (PB model) are 
equivalent.

If the output gap has high autocorrelation (standard case) the indirect 
route suggests a much more pro-cyclical discretionary policy.

φP–l
gap ≈ φC/P–l

gap – ((1 – ρ) × ω)      from[10] and [7c] 
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Data sources and time periods

Alternative data sources:
1. OECD ex post
2. EC ex post
3. OECD with HP-filtered GDP instead of gap (HP)

4. Real-time data, based on OECD (Ec. Outlook) 

Alternative time periods:
Rolling samples of 15 years from 1978-1992 to 
1992-2006 
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Summary: φC-l
gap with alternative data sources

final year of the rolling window

 output gap effect  upper 95% est., mod. A2, OECD
 lower 95% est., mod. A2, OECD
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Focus over the common 1988-2006 period
Table 3 – CAPB–l Model Estimates with Alternative Data Sources (1) 

Source: OECD HP (2) EC RT (3) 

φcapb –0.220 –0.205 –0.158 –0.167 

 –4.88 –4.59 –3.75 –3.60 

φdebt 0.011 0.011 0.009 0.010 

 3.51 3.63 2.93 3.18 

φC
gap –0.054 0.007 0.086 0.141 
 –1.22 0.12 1.34 1.54 

N×T 209 209 200 209 
R-squared (5) 0.2832 0.2836 0.2653 0.2910 

(1) GMM-sys estimates, see Blundell and Bond (1998), over the 1988-2006 period. Below each point 
estimate, we report the corresponding standard error (in brackets) and the Student’s t. (2) Data for the initial 
conditions are from OECD; data for output gap are obtained using HP filtered GDP levels. (3) Real-time data 
based on OECD Economic Outlook, see Golinelli and Momigliano (2006). (4) Average of the 11 
country-effects estimates. (5) Proxied by the squared correlation between actual and fitted values. 
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Extended “core” model (chapter 5) 
(real-time data - Years 1988-2006)

 
CAPB-l 
model 

extended (ch.5) and 
“reduced” CAPB-l model 

   

φcapb -0.167 -0.196 
 -4.88 -5.08 
φdebt 0.010 0.010 
 3.18 3.39 
φC-l

gap 0.141 0.213 
 1.54 2.62 
φe1ection/good -1.312 
 -4.37 
φelectiont-1/good -0.451 
 -1.60 
φmaastrict -0.543 
 -3.75 
φcommittment 0.345 
 1.94 
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Policy symmetry test results

With ex post information, the answer to whether 
policies are symmetrical or asymmetrical varies 
across data sources and time periods.

When asymmetry exists, it always depend on a 
general shift in parameters of the rule and not on 
a specific shift of φgap
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Summing up – what did we learn ?
The choice of model is very important in shaping 
the answer concerning the cyclicality of fiscal 
policies

Results suggest to be cautious in using estimates 
where initial conditions or time effects are omitted 

We need to be even more cautious when 
comparing estimates from different “core” models 
(CAPB, CAPB/PB, PB) as they reflect different 
concepts of cyclicality
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… – what did we learn ?
If we restrict our attention to models CAPB and 
CAPB/PB, the notion of pro-cyclical fiscal 
policies often upheld in the debate is not justified.

In the simple “core” model, ex post data tend to 
suggest a-cyclicality. Real-time data suggest
weak counter-cyclicality.

Extending the “core” model does not change 
results, but for real-time data we find clearer 
indications of counter-cyclicality.
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Thanks for your attention
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